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In the present work, the behavior of composite-fastener joints in bearing failure at 

dynamic stroke rates of 500 in/s, 300 in/s and 100 in/s has been evaluated through progressive 

damage analysis (PDA) material model in LS-DYNA, namely MAT162. Two joint types: 

titanium pin and Hi-Lok® fastener were analyzed to identify the differences between without 

and with preload conditions. A meso-level approach where each lamina was modeled 

separately was employed and a contact definition based on fracture toughness data was 

defined to represent composite delamination behavior. Test fixture had been modeled in a 

detailed manner to account for the dynamic effects and the simulation results were validated 

against experimental data. Preliminary test-analysis correlation indicated that MAT162 

predicted results conservatively when compared to tests. Debris accumulation were observed 

to greatly affect the test results which were not considered in the current modelling strategies.  

Subject Category: Structures, Composites, Progressive Failure Analysis, High Energy Dynamic Impact 

 

I. Introduction 

 

With the extensive use of composite materials in aircraft structures, a need for reliable analytical tools that 

accurately predict the physical response, damage and failure mechanisms has been established. In events especially 

such as high energy dynamic impacts, the lack of fully validated and standardized analysis tools has led to an increased 

use of testing to evaluate the structure’s response. Often, this testing is both expensive and time consuming and thus 

presents the necessity for well-validated and standardized analysis tools in which the overall strengths and weaknesses 

of the modelling methods are understood and documented. The NASA Advanced Composites Consortium (ACC) 

High Energy Dynamic Impact Event (HEDI) seeks to utilize the currently available state-of-the-art high fidelity 

analysis methods knows as Progressive Damage and Failure Analysis (PDFA) methods to predict the onset and 

progression of damage at dynamic impacts [1]. These investigations include both experimental and numerical analysis 

following the building block approach to determine not only the approach necessary to understand the potential failure 
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modes but to determine requirements to validate and improve associated analysis techniques. As a part of this overall 

effort, National Institute of Aviation Research (NIAR) had evaluated the behavior and failure of composite-fastener 

joints under quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions [2] .  

The primary objective of the composite-fastener joints testing is to produce the data needed to support fastener 

modelling features such as modes of failure, strain rate effects and physical geometry with fastened joints subjected 

to impact. The test goal was to induce bearing failure in the composite laminates through two joint types: titanium pin 

and Hi-Lok® HL1012RA-8-7 fastener. High fidelity progressive damage method namely MAT162 from LS-DYNA 

have been previously identified by Phase I team efforts [3]. An industry standard, LS-DYNA MAT162 is a strain rate 

dependent progressive composite damage model that may be used to simulate the onset and progression of damage in 

unidirectional and fabric composite materials due to 3D stress fields [4]. MAT162 accounts for several advanced 

failure modes that include localization effects including fiber crush and fiber-tension shear response. This paper 

investigates and evaluates LS-DYNA MAT162 competence to capture the dynamic response of the aforementioned 

fastened joint configurations. 

 

II. Technical Approach 

 

Two composite-fastener joint configurations were evaluated through experimental investigations at quasi-static 

stroke rate of 8.33 x 10-4 in/s and dynamic stroke rates of 100 in/s, 300 in/s and 500 in/s that are representative of 

loading rates seen in high energy dynamic impact events. The test specimen consisted of two IM7/8552 unidirectional 

tape composite laminates of stacking sequence [45/90/-45/0]s  with a nominal bearing hole diameter of 0.25 inches 

and were bonded by means of a spacer. Two fastener types: titanium pin and Hi-Lok® fastener both with nominal 

diameter of 0.25 inches were considered. Pin joints were designed to mimic the Hi-Lok® joints without clamp-up 

forces by using the same material and diameter and also provide additional data through Digital Image Analysis (DIC). 

The test goal was to fail the test specimen in bearing as the pin/Hi-Lok® fastener tears through the composite laminates. 

Testing efforts were supported through pre-test numerical analysis which aided in addressing test fixture design 

requirements and provided key understandings such as required pin length and force/strain levels at bearing failure. 

Numerical models were generated to represent the test specimen and fixture in a detailed manner to account for the 

dynamic effects caused by high stroke rates. Composite laminates were generated following a meso-level approach 

where each lamina was modelled separately and LS-DYNA *CONTACT AUTOMATIC ONE WAY SURFACE TO 

SURFACE TIEBREAK definition to define ply-to-ply interaction and represent delamination behavior was employed. 

Analysis was conducted for both pin and Hi-Lok® joint configurations using the continuum damage material model 

available in LS-DYNA, namely MAT162 [5]. Test-analysis correlation was performed to evaluate simulation 

capabilities in comparison to physically measured responses such as force, strain response and fastener displacement 

while also qualitatively considering modes of failure. Due to the limitations on current capabilities to analyze quasi-

static stroke rate conditions through numerical analysis, the test-analysis correlation presented are solely focused on 

dynamic loading conditions. Data produced from these experimental and numerical investigations would be used to 

develop modelling strategies for fasteners in large scale structures. 

 

III. Numerical Modelling Methodology 

 

Test specimen comprised of two composite laminates that were bonded using a spacer by means of paste adhesive. 

In the numerical model, each lamina was modelled explicitly with one element through thickness and the adhesive 

along with the spacer were modelled. At the bearing location, a uniform radial mesh with 80 elements around the 

circumference and an in-plane dimension of 0.008” ensuring element aspect ratio close to 1:1 was implemented. This 

radial mesh transitioned to a uniform orthogonal mesh representing the rest of the coupon as shown in Fig. 1. Titanium 

washers were included on both the head and collar sides of the laminate in Hi-Lok® joint configurations to avoid 

crushing of the laminate hole edges which would otherwise need edge chamfering to seat the transition region between 

the fastener shank and head. During the installation of Hi-Lok® fastener with the loading tang and specimens, collar 

shear-off torque values were recorded which were used in simulations as a measure of Hi-Lok® clamp-up pre-load. 

Hi-Lok® fasteners were pre-loaded to 310 MPa using dynamic relaxation prior to the explicit analysis. 
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Fig. 1 Description of (a) Experimental and numerical models (b) Pin joint configuration (c) Hi-Lok® joint 

configuration 
 

Fig. 2 illustrates the experimental and numerical test fixture modelled in detail to include the fixture artifacts which 

are significant at dynamic stroke rates. Simulations were conducted at the averaged actuator stroke rates measured 

from the experiments corresponding to each fastener configuration. Slack rails, actuator block and the stud had been 

given an initial velocity and additionally prescribed nodal displacement conditions had been imposed on the stud. To 

evaluate the numerical methods, calibrated PDFA material model MAT162 was employed. This material model is 

capable of representing orthotropic elastic behavior, rate dependence, damage initiation and progressive failure in 

unidirectional and fabric composite materials. The progressive failure criteria have been established by adopting 

Hashin failure criteria and the post-peak softening behavior by adopting the damage mechanics approach by 

Matzenmiller [5]. It consists of a large set of unique input parameters acquired through both experimentation (standard 

and non-standard) and numerical parameters calibrated to a test response through an iterative approach. The material 

model had been fulfilled with material properties extracted from the preceding phase of the NASA ACC HEDI project 

[6]. A meso-level approach where each lamina is assigned a part definition with a single solid element through 

thickness was implemented. To represent delamination behavior at the lamina interfaces, LS-DYNA *CONTACT 

AUTOMATIC ONE WAY SURFACE TO SURFACE TIEBREAK – OPTION 9” was utilized [7]. This contact 

definition uses the Benzeggagh-Kenane mixed mode traction separation law with an option to define failure stresses 

and energy release rates under both mode-I and mode-II conditions along with an exponent to represent the mixed-

mode loading condition. Contact type between the composite laminates and the pin/Hi-Lok® fasteners was defined as 

*CONTACT ERODING SURFACE TO SURFACE. While the contact definition between the rest of the components 

was *CONTACT AUTOMATIC SURFACE TO SURFACE, the contact defined at the composite laminate – adhesive 

interface and spacer – adhesive interface was *CONTACT TIED NODES TO SURFACE. 

 

(a)

(b) (c)
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Fig. 2 Illustration of experimental and numerical test fixture 

 

IV. Results 

 

 The pin and Hi-Lok® fastener-composite joints testing was conducted under displacement control at an actuator 

displacement rate of 8.33 x 10-4 in/s (quasi-static) and 100 in/s, 300 in/s and 500 in/s. A variety of data was collected 

including force response, strains, and failure modes for the two configurations. Strain measuring techniques included 

native measurements from uniaxial strain gages bonded on the inner surfaces of the test article and DIC. DIC was 

performed to analyze the distribution, progression of strains, highlighting hot spots and damage regions around the 

bearing failure location. While for dynamic tests, two pairs of Photron high speed cameras were focused on the front 

and back sides of the test specimen, at quasi-static test speeds two ARAMIS systems were utilized [2]. 

Numerical analysis was conducted only for the dynamic stroke rate conditions and these results would be compared 

and evaluated against their respective test results. Primary focus for data comparison has been given to force 

measurements from load cell, strain measurements from strain gages along with the observed modes of failure.  

 

Pin Joint Configurations 

 

In tests, with initiation of bearing failure in pin joint configurations, surface plies (45°) split and delaminated 

resulting in debris accumulation. The debris accumulation and load eccentricity between the laminate faying surfaces 

and the loading tang produced bending deformation of the laminates which eventually led to pin disengagement. After 

the pin separated from the laminates, the accumulated debris along with the pin act as a wedge and further bent the 

laminates by contact as shown in Fig. 3. This behavior of laminate bending and pin separation was seen to be analogous 

between the tests at all the stroke rates. In simulations, as the pin tears through the laminates and erosion criteria gets 

satisfied, elements fail and get deleted. Current numerical modelling methodologies did not permit the simulation of 

debris accumulation in between the loading tang and laminates observed in tests. However, laminate bending followed 

by pin separation from the specimen was noticed. 
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Fig. 3 Pin joint test conducted at 100 in/s providing insight on test specimen global failure: (a) surface ply 

splitting, (b) laminate bending due to debris build-up and pin disengagement 
 

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of global force and strain signal data between test and simulations for pin joint 

configurations at 500 in/s and the kinematics of numerical analysis. Test data indicated that the force signals exhibit 

oscillatory behavior for dynamic stroke rates which might not be a true representation of the joint behavior. Even 

though the FE model captures details of the test fixture and a representative load cell has been modelled, the effect of 

components like spiral washers, connection studs, threads on the load cells and the interaction of fixture with the 

testing machine itself has not been considered which might have affect the load response. For pin joint configurations, 

since there is no definitive way to define front and back laminates in simulations an average of the two has been 

compared to test data. It was noticed that strain data obtained from the strain gages mounted on the inner surfaces at 

remote location on the laminates provide a better understanding of the forces experienced by joints at these dynamic 

rates. Post bearing failure (as indicated by the initial peak), bending deformation of laminates could be seen as increase 

in strain signal reading in both test and simulations. This maximum strain value corresponds to laminate bending 

caused by the debris accumulation and pin separation. Bending of laminates was noticed in simulations due to 

fragment elements even though debris build-up was not captured. While pin separation was seen at early stages in 

testing, numerical models did not display this behavior until later stages. 
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Fig. 4 Test-analysis comparison for pin joint configuration at 500 in/s: (a) Force history response (b) Strain 

history response (c) Numerical analysis kinematics after the pin travel (1.0 inch) through test specimen 
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Fig. 5 summarizes the load and strain history correlation between test and analysis at all the dynamic stroke rates. 

Simulation data has been compared against averaged test data for ease in visualization purposes. The initial peaks for 

500 in/s and 300 in/s test-analysis load signal comparison correlate well but the two consecutive peaks were not 

captured. This could be attributed to the instantaneous energy degradation with element deletion in simulations, while 

in the tests debris might be the source of initially sustained load behavior. In the comparison for 100 in/s case, it can 

be seen that the simulation force levels display greater oscillatory behavior when comparted to the test data.  Test-

analysis strain history comparison shows the flexural vibrations of the laminates through the oscillatory behavior. In 

both tests and simulations, there is a gradual increase in strain with time which is attributed to laminate bending. 

Unlike simulations, this occurs almost instantaneously post-bearing failure in tests.  

 

  
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 5 Load and strain history comparison for pin joint configurations at stroke rates of (a) 500 in/s, (b) 300 

in/s and (c) 100 in/s 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Hi-Lok® Joint Configurations 

 

Due to the fastening of Hi-Lok® and washers with the test article, laminate separation was alleviated compared to 

pin joints and the Hi-Lok® contained the laminates through the entire test. However, composite fragment accumulation 

between laminates and washers caused laminate bending with eventual plastic deformation of washers as shown in 

Fig. 6. Furthermore, at times surface ply splitting (45°) initiated transverse crack propagation across the laminates 

which caused large pieces of ply separation. On the other hand, in simulations, Hi-Lok® joint test articles failed in 

bearing failure but the subsequent failure modes seen in tests were not noticed. Due to the current limitations with 

modelling methods, debris could not be simulated and thus Hi-Lok® tears through the laminates smoothly.  

 

 
Fig. 6 Hi-Lok® joint test conducted at 100 in/s providing insight on test specimen global failure: (a) surface 

ply splitting, (b) bending of washers due to debris accumulation and composite fragments 
 

 

Fig. 7 shows the global load and strain history comparison between test and analysis for Hi-Lok® joint 

configuration at 500 in/s. As stated earlier, load response comparison might not be the most accurate representation 

of forces experienced by joints due to the dynamic effects of the test apparatus. Strain data from Hi-Lok® head and 

collar side had been compared separately with their simulation counterparts. Unlike pin joint tests, subsequent to 

bearing failure significant laminate bending did not occur which resulted in a drop in strain levels. Although the 

maximum strain at bearing failure was lower in simulations than tests, similar sustained global strain responses were 

noticed possibly due to the constraint effects provided by the washers.  
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Fig. 7 Test-analysis comparison for Hi-Lok® joint configuration at 500 in/s: (a) Force history response (b) 

Strain history response (c) Numerical analysis kinematics after the Hi-Lok® travel (1.0 inch) through test 

specimen 
 

 

Fig. 8 summarizes the load and strain history correlation between test and analysis at all the dynamic stroke rates. 

Load response such as initial stiffness and peak load level for 500 in/s and 300 in/s compare satisfactorily. While 

initial stiffness correlates well in the 100 in/s case, load data in simulations were greatly oscillatory compared to tests. 

Strain responses from head and collar sides of the laminates have been averaged and compared with their respective 

test data. Simulations predicted lower peak strain values corresponding to bearing failure when compared to test data. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Fig. 8 Load and strain history comparison for Hi-Lok® joint configurations at stroke rates of (a) 500 in/s, 

(b) 300 in/s and (c) 100 in/s 
 

 

Pin/Hi-Lok® Joint Displacement Comparison 

 

Reference stickers were placed on the faces of pin and Hi-Lok® head to measure the fastener displacement and 

velocity during the test through DIC. The amount of data recorded was limited by the duration over which the reference 

dots could be accurately tracked and in which the speckle pattern quality allowed for successful analysis of the 

recorded data. Once the pin disengages and goes underneath the laminates, the reference dots could not be tracked 

further. This could be seen in Fig. 9(a) as they also provide an approximate measure of the time interval pin separates 

from laminates in tests. Unlike pin joints, fastening of Hi-Lok® with the laminates constrained laminate separation 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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resulting in relatively lower loss of DIC data. Hence, reference dots on Hi-Lok® head could be tracked through the 

entirety of the most tests as shown in Fig. 9(b). 

 

  
Fig. 9 Test-analysis comparison of fastener displacement at 500 in/s for (a) pin and (b) Hi-Lok® joint 

configurations  
 

 

Joint Type Comparison 

 

Due to the dynamic stroke rates, the force signals recorded during testing exhibited dynamic effects (oscillations) 

and as such are not necessarily a good indicator of the forces experienced by the joints. The closest indicator of the 

forces experienced by the test specimen was obtained through strain data from the strain gages mounted on the 

specimens at remote location. Hence, this data was not only used to compare the effect of the test speed on the joint 

type response but also to evaluate the different performances between pin and Hi-Lok® joint types. Fig. 10 summarizes 

the comparison of peak strain values between test and simulations corresponding to onset of bearing failure as a 

function of nominal stroke rate. For both the joint configurations, peak strains observed in simulation were lower than 

the test scatter, however similar trend was observed. Fig. 11 illustrates the comparison of peak strain data 

corresponding to pin and Hi-Lok® joint types as a function of nominal stroke rate. For pin joint configuration tests, 

peak strain levels were observed to be slightly rate sensitive and no such trend could be established for Hi-Lok® joint 

configurations. In both the joint type simulations, while there was an increase in peak strain levels from 100 in/s to 

300 in/s, there was not an appreciable change between 300 in/s and 500 in/s cases. Hi-Lok® joints exhibit greater strain 

levels compared to pin joints which could be attributed to the preload conditions and the constraint effects provided 

by the washers.  

 

 

  
Fig. 10 Test-analysis comparison of peak strain values for (a) pin and (b) Hi-Lok® joint configurations 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 11 Joint type comparison of peak strain values in simulations 

 

Modes of Failure 

 

A comparison of failure modes observed in pin/Hi-Lok® joint tests and simulations had been made by visual 

observation of the specimens. High resolution digital images of the test articles had been compared with simulations 

in Fig. 12 for pin joint configurations. The failure modes in test articles employing pins were dominated by matrix 

cracking in the surface layers which propagated parallel to the fibers (45°). Some of the surface and adjacent layers 

delaminated and this delamination propagated across the width at an angle. Additionally, surface ply splitting and 

debris accumulation resulted in laminate bending and eventual pin separation from laminates. In simulations, fiber 

splitting was not observed and elements underneath the pin fail and delete when their erosion criteria were satisfied, 

as opposed to debris build-up in tests. However, pin separation and subsequent laminate bending was noticed in 

simulations and while this behavior was seen early on in the tests, it was not noticed until later stages in analysis. On 

the other hand, test articles employing Hi-Lok® joints exhibited different failure modes. Due to the constraint effects 

provided by the washers, Hi-Lok® fasteners were engaged with the laminates until the washers ploughed into the 

laminates. Tearing of the laminate was prevalent until large pieces of laminates separated due to the ploughing of 

washers. These failure modes were not observed in analysis, but the global response was seen to be similar between 

test and analysis as the Hi-Lok® progressively tears through test articles without significant laminate bending as shown 

in Fig. 13. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12 Test-analysis correlation of failure modes in pin joint configurations at 500 in/s 
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Fig. 13 Test-analysis correlation of failure modes in Hi-Lok® joint configurations at 500 in/s 

 

Future Improvement Areas 

 

While the test-analysis comparison of initial stiffness of load and strain response correlate reasonably well, the 

maximum load and strains (indicated as bearing failure) were higher in experiments possibly due to the limitations of 

simulating debris build-up with the current modelling techniques. This established the necessity to explore 

methodologies in an attempt to better capture the observed physics of the joints. As stated earlier, the numerical models 

failed to capture the debris build-up which might have contributed to the greater peak load/strains observed in tests 

due to its accumulation not only underneath the fastener but also in between the loading tang and specimens causing 

earlier laminate bending. This limitation might provide a biased assessment of the MAT162 material formulation. 

Multiple improvement areas have been identified and explored including the adoption of adaptive mesh 

methodologies. This technique includes simulating debris by changing the eroded solid elements to particles through 

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) formulation. Fig. 14 shows the kinematics with this methodology in which 

the SPH particles were modelled as LS-DYNA MAT001. However, these are preliminary results and an in-depth 

parametric study is on-going to completely explore this modeling strategy.  

 

  
Fig. 14 Kinematics of adaptive mesh (Lagrangian to SPH on erosion) for pin joints at 500 in/s 
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V. Summary  

Laminated composite-fastener joints subjected to dynamic stroke rates (500 in/s, 300 in/s and 100 in/s) have been 

investigated numerically using pre-selected PDFA method (LS-DYNA MAT162) to predict the test outcomes and 

compare with their respective experimental data. It should be noted that MAT162 requires a large set of unique input 

parameters acquired through both experimentation (standard and non-standard) and numerical parameters calibrated 

through an iterative approach, which was done previously [6]. This study does not account for change of the calibrated 

numerical parameters. However, it should be noted that the modelling parameters would later be evaluated as a part 

of phase-II investigations.  

 Load response from both test and analysis exhibited oscillatory behavior owing to the test set-up artifacts due to 

the dynamic stroke rates. It indicated that load response might not be the accurate approach to obtain a measure of 

loads experienced by the joints and emphasized the need for native strain measuring techniques such as strain gages 

mounted on specimens. Test articles employing Hi-Lok® joints exhibited greater load and strain levels compared to 

pin joints at all rates of loading owing to the clamp-up conditions in both tests and analysis. Simulations under-

predicted load and strain responses compared to tests. Debris accumulation as the fastener tears through the laminates 

was seen to greatly affect the failure modes in tests.  
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